
   
   

 

The Upper Norwood ward is currently experiencing a high volume of 
domestic and business related vehicle crime. Please follow the 

following steps to reduce the risk of you becoming a victim. 

Most vehicle crime is preventable. It can take as little as 10 seconds for a 
thief to steal something from your car. The best way to protect your 
belongings is to lock your car whenever you leave it. Other things you can 
do include: 

 Removing everything from the car; don't even leave a jacket where 
it can be seen. 

 Closing the sunroof along with the windows when you leave. 
 Not storing things in the boot; take them with you. 
 Storing car ownership information in your home, not your car. 
 Having a routine to ensure you always take the keys out of the 

ignition. 
 Taking removable stereos and sat nav equipment with you 
 In addition, using secure (theft resistant) number plates can make 

your plates less attractive to thieves. 

Tradesmen  

 Do not store tools or materials in the vehicle overnight. 
 Display notices to show that all tools have been removed. 
 Park in well-lit areas. 
 Consider fitting additional locking devices on doors to resist forced 

entry. 
 Activate the alarm when unattended. 
 Ensure that all ladders are securely chained to the vehicle. Use 

property-marking products to mark tools and equipment. 
 Keep an up to date stock inventory of your equipment. 

Biker Alert 
 Always set the alarm / immobiliser if you have one fitted. 
 Try to use a designated motorcycle parking place with a stand and 
 security loop. 
 When leaving your bike for some time, try to lock it to something 
   secure e.g. post, ground anchor, tree. 
 At home, fit special attachments to lock your bike to e.g. ground 

anchor. 
 Use a motorbike cover. 
 Have the motorbike marked with its vehicle identification number 

(VIN). 
 Don't leave items such as helmets or other possessions with your 

bike. 
 Think about where you park! Try to park where there are lots of 

people. 

 

Top 5 most common items 
stolen from vehicles 

1. Electrical items - Laptops, portable 
navigation units and mobile phones 

2. Unattended bags left in view - 
documents such as disabled badges 

3. Number plates 

4. Alloy wheels 

5. Catalytic converters (part of the 
exhaust system) 
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Mark your PropertyMa 
 

 Use property marking 
solutions such 

 as smart water. 
 Use an approved tracking 

system for you bike / moped. 
 Register property @ 

immobilise.com 

PCSO Allen 

Upper Norwood Safer Neighbourhoods Team contact details: 

Tel: 0208 721 2478 

Email:  uppernorwood.SNT@met.police.uk  

Webpage: http://content.met.police.uk/Team/Croydon/uppernorwood 

For details on all of our meetings/drop in surgeries that the team are 
holding please look at the team webpage on the link above.  

 PC Woolley 


